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Abstract. This paper presents an ongoing corpus annotation of speech
acts in the domain of tourism, which falls within a wider project on
multimodal question answering. An annotation scheme and set of guide-
lines are developed to mark information about parts of spoken utterances
which require a response, distinguishing them from parts of utterances
which do not. The corpus used for annotation consists of transcriptions
of single-speaker utterances aimed at obtaining tourist information. In-
terannotator agreement is computed between two annotators to assess
the reliability of the guidelines used to facilitate their task.

1 Introduction

When designing question answering (QA) systems which can take speech as
input, it is necessary to distinguish questions or requests requiring a response
from other information within utterances. Such information often serves to con-
textualise the request rather than requiring a response itself. Phenomena such
as repetitions and repairs also need to be dealt with. One way of distinguishing
the parts of utterances which require a response from the surrounding context is
to annotate utterances with speech acts (SAs) information. Speech acts theories
allow labels such as request, question, and state to be assigned to specific parts of
utterances. If it is possible to reliably assign such labels to a corpus of transcribed
spoken utterances, this information can be used to train and test QA systems.
This paper reports on an ongoing annotation of SAs in the domain of tourism;
part of QALL-ME,1 a wider project concerned with multimodal and multilin-
gual QA. An annotation scheme and guidelines are developed, and applied by
two annotators to a corpus of transcriptions of single-speaker utterances aimed
at obtaining tourist information. Section 2 briefly describes speech acts and re-
lated work. Our corpus is introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4 details the annotation
scheme, and Sects. 5 and 6 present the guidelines. Interannotator agreement is
discussed in Sect. 7.

2 Speech Acts and Related Annotation Initiatives

The concept of speech acts was introduced with Austin’s [1] and Searle’s [8], [9]
investigations into the notion that actions are performed by language, claiming

1 http://qallme.fbk.eu



that rather than just making statements about the world, speakers actually do
things with their words. Searle developed the idea of indirect SAs, where one
SA is performed via another, e.g., an utterance functioning as a statement on
the surface can have an underlying function of requesting in a given context.
More recently, related theories of dialogue or conversation acts have developed
and several annotation projects, such as VERBMOBIL [14], HCRC Map Task
[4], TRAINS [13], DAMSL [3], and SPAAC [11], have been undertaken.2 These
focus on a different kind of data to ours: dialogues rather than single-speaker
utterances, aimed at completing particular tasks such as appointment schedul-
ing, linking locations on a map, and booking train journeys and tickets. Their
schemes cannot be carried over directly to our data because they annotate in-
formation relating to conversation management and structure, common ground
establishment, updates, and backward- and forward-looking acts. However, be-
cause they annotate task-based corpora, similar to our corpus, general elements
such as the labelling of requests and assertions can be borrowed from them.
These need to be adapted because some tags are too specific, and some common
labels such as thank-bye and request-info are not particularly suited to our data.

3 Corpus for Annotation

The SAs annotation discussed below is applied to an English language corpus
collected as part of the QALL-ME project on multimodal and multilingual QA.
The corpus consists of 4,501 single-speaker utterances (62,626 words) in total;
2,286 spontaneous utterances and 2,215 read utterances. Spontaneous utterances
are produced by speakers using scenarios which prompt them to ask for certain
types of information, such as the time a particular film is showing. Read ut-
terances, in contrast, are predefined utterances read out by speakers. The data
were produced by 113 different speakers: 88 native and 21 non-native speak-
ers of English, and 63 female and 46 male speakers.3 The recorded utterances
were transcribed according to guidelines describing how to deal with speech
phenomena, such as hesitations, repetitions and repairs. Square brackets are
used to denote sound which is not part of the spoken utterance being recorded
(e.g. [uhm], [laugh], [noise], [voice]), unintelligible speech([???]), and mispronun-
ciations (e.g. hotel+[pron=rotel]). The annotation is ongoing and to date, 700
randomly selected spontaneous utterances (11,106 words) have been annotated
for SAs, including an overlap to calculate interannotator agreement (Sect. 7).

4 Annotation Scheme

The annotation scheme marks data unsuitable for further SAs annotation us-
ing the tags <trash>, <interrupted> and <nonsense>. These tags allow the

2 [5] and [12] provide overviews/comparisons of various theories and projects.
3 This information is not available for 4 speakers in the corpus.



separation of ’useful’ units of text from those which are unsuitable for fur-
ther text processing in the context of QA. Utterances which are suitable for
SAs annotation are labelled with the <utterance> tag, and then C-units [2]4

within them are marked using <c-unit>. The <c-unit> tag has the attributes
<clausal> and <non-clausal>; <non-clausal> is further split into <pragmatic>
and <specify-info>. Units within utterances which are not suitable for further
processing due to their form are indicated using the <fragment> tag. Primary
speech acts in the utterance are labelled using the <primary speech act> tag.
The primary speech act is the surface SA, which relies on the form of the unit.
Attributes of <primary speech act>, based on a manual analysis of our corpus,
are <request>, <question>, <state>, <introduce>, <end>. If primary SAs
take as an attribute <request>, <question> or <state>, the secondary speech
act is also marked on the same span of text. This is the underlying SA function of
the unit; the ’real’ function in a particular context. <secondary speech act> has
the attributes <request>, <question>, <state>. The primary and secondary
SAs work together to allow the <speech act type> tag to be assigned as a rela-
tion between them. Speech act type takes the attribute <direct> when primary
and secondary SAs are the same, and <indirect> when they are different. The
multipurpose annotation tool PALinkA [7] is used for annotation.

5 Annotation Guidelines: Utterance-level

5.1 Unsuitable Utterances

It is not possible to annotate SAs in some cases because there is too much
information missing from the beginning or end of the utterance, so that it im-
pedes easy understanding. This is usually due to the speaker speaking before the
recording started. Generally, if the main clause verb is missing, utterances are
not suitable for further speech acts annotation. However, each utterance should
be considered carefully as the presence of the main clause verb alone is not al-
ways a cut-and-dried basis for distinction. The tag <interrupted> is used and
the utterances are not annotated further. For example:

-otel near Birmingham University that has a phone [noise]
there a beach near [voice]
There are sometimes ’nonsense’ utterances in our data. ’Nonsense’ utterances

include those which do not make sense as a discrete unit because they do not con-
tain all the information necessary for their full understanding. They also include
utterances which do not make sense because the speaker does not continue their
line of thought throughout their speech, either grammatically or content-wise,
coherently enough to allow full understanding. The tag <nonsense> is assigned
in these cases, and no further annotation is necessary. For example:

what is the what is the duration of the movie
would like to know the name of a cinema for twenty fifth of February which

contains moderate sex references in a movie which I’d like to see

4 C-units are grammatical units in spoken language.



There are also cases where it is not possible to annotate SAs because record-
ings do not constitute utterances due to a lack of relevant speech (e.g. — [???],
[voice]). The tag <trash> is used, and the utterances are not annotated further.

5.2 Suitable Utterances

Where there is only potentially one word missing from the beginning of an
utterance, it is usually clear what this word could be. Even if there are different
interpretations available, the meaning of the utterance is still roughly the same
and the SA label does not change depending on that word. The main clause verb
(or part of it) should also generally be present in utterances which are suitable
for further annotation of speech acts. Again, each incomplete utterance should be
carefully considered as this is not always the case. The tag <utterance> is used
to label suitable utterances. Examples of acceptable levels of incompleteness:

you give me the number for the pharmacy on Clark Road please
there any Leonardo DiCaprio films on on Wednesda-
Typical speech phenomena such as hesitations, repetitions and repairs appear

within complete utterances which are suitable for SAs annotation. Such units
are marked with the tag <fragment>, which allows them to be retained in the
complete utterance but easily identified if unnecessary in future text process-
ing. Units are only considered as fragments if they are completely abandoned,
repaired or repeated within the utterance; interruptions at the beginning or end
of the utterance (see Sect. 5.1) should not be marked in this way. For example:

{where is the} where is the Alexandra Theatre Birmingham
{[noise] to find a s-} I’m trying to find a subtitled showing of vampire diary
Our data contains speech transcribed within [square brackets] (see Sect. 3),

which should be included in marked units with no additional annotation.

5.3 C-units within Suitable Utterances

Before SAs are annotated, C-units need to be indicated within suitable utter-
ances using the <c-unit> tag. A C-unit [2] is a syntactically independent clausal
(with all its dependent units) or non-clausal unit found in spoken language.
Clausal C-units are labelled with the attribute <clausal>, and non-clausal C-
units with <non-clausal>. Only the largest units are identified; the concern
is not generally with embedded C-units. The exception to this is where non-
clausal C-units appear within a larger clausal C-unit. Adopting the notion of
C-unit allows, for example, NPs specifying information within or after clausal
units to be indicated as grammatical elements of the utterance. These elements
are not fragments because they are necessary pieces of information in the utter-
ance rather than units which are abandoned or repeated. Conjunctions linking
C-units should be marked as part of the second linked unit. For consistency,
square bracketed text from the transcription (see Sect. 3) should be treated in
the same way. Discourse or pragmatic items (e.g. OK, hello, please, etc.) should
be marked as separate C-units. The function of non-clausal C-units should be
indicated by assigning either <pragmatic> or <specify-info>. Examples:



{could you give me details of The New Art Gallery in Walsall} {and does it
have a car-park}

{would you be able to tell me {the bus 5 4 3} the start hours for the bus}

6 Annotation Guidelines: Speech Acts

6.1 Speech Act Text Spans

A speech act often, but not always, corresponds to a C-unit within the utterance
or to the utterance itself. SAs should not include conjunctions which join C-
units. Non-clausal C-units which function to specify necessary information are
not considered a speech act on their own, but as part of a larger SA in the
utterance; their ’specifying’ status is indicated in the appropriate C-unit tag.
There can be problems when it is unclear to which larger SA a non-clausal C-
unit belongs. In the example below, it is not possible to reliably decide to which
questioning SA the specifying non-clausal C-unit Quality Hotel Wolverhampton
belongs. Such cases should be not be annotated for speech acts, but commented
on as problematic, with any suggestions for potential annotation given.

{does it allow pets} {Quality Hotel Wolverhampton} {does it allow pets}

6.2 Speech Acts in the Corpus

Five different categories of speech acts were identified in the corpus. Requesting
occurs when the speaker’s utterance has the function of attempting to obtain
a specific piece of information. Wh-questions and how-questions are therefore
considered as requesting rather than questioning because they seek to obtain
information rather than clarification. These SAs are labelled <request>:

who is the director of because I said so
give me the name of a nearby Thai restaurant
Questioning is distinct from requesting because at the surface level, these SAs

deal with questions about the ability to give information rather than requesting
that information as such, or questions which seek clarification (yes/no). Ques-
tioning in this annotation is therefore limited to interrogative structures which
expect a yes/no answer. Questioning SAs are labelled <question>. For example:

can I have the phone number for a hotel in Walsall
does the Light House have wheelchair access
Stating occurs when the speaker makes a statement about the world. This

can be either an indirect speech act (see Sect. 6.3) in its own right, or it can
contextualise the request which appears elsewhere in the utterance. When this
happens, the request itself often relies on the contextualising statement for full
understanding. The second example below demonstrates both stating functions
in the same utterance. Stating SAs are labelled <state>. For example:

{I’d like to visit the Bank} could you tell me where that is
{there’s an event taking place because I said so} {I’d like to know which movie

director’s involved with that}



Introducing is used to signal a part of an utterance which appears before the
request so that it does not start abruptly. In other dialogue annotation projects
(e.g. DAMSL, SPAAC), our introducing SAs cover discourse markers which con-
tribute to conversation management, such as OK, right, yes. It is interesting that
such items occur in our single-speaker data and therefore they need to be as-
signed an appropriate label. Introducing also covers greeting items such as hey,
hello, hi. These SAs are labelled <introduce>. For example:

{yes} I’d like accommodation please in Dudley with possibly a gym
{hi} can I take my pet to the Novotel in Wolverhampton at all
Ending is assigned to items which appear after the request, and functions

to signal the end of an utterance, perhaps so that it does not finish abruptly.
These SAs are usually labelled thanking or thank-bye elsewhere, and indeed, in
our data they are represented by lexical items such as thanks. However, similar
to introducing items, they are not considered to strictly perform this type of SA
because our data do not consist of dialogues. Ending SAs are labelled <end>:

[uhm] can you please tell me if the Novotel in Wolverhampton has room
facilities for disabled access {thank you}

like to see a movie on a cinema in Birmingham [uh] which duration is about
2 hours and [uhm] I prefer if it has moderate violence {thanks}

Each utterance does not always contain only one speech act. Generally, there
is only one <introduce> or <end> per utterance; it is much more likely to have
more than one <request> or <question>. An utterance expresses one request or
question when it comprises one clausal C-unit with this SA function, and more
than one when distinct clausal C-units are present. For example:

what’s what’s the name and address of the Thai restaurant near the Mailbox
{what is the name of a hotel with a conference room} and {what is the price}

6.3 Direct and Indirect Speech Acts

Speech act functions do not always match the literal meaning conveyed by the
surface form of an utterance, hence a distinction between direct and indirect
speech acts (see Sect. 2). Because the context of our data is simulating a search
for tourist information, the majority of the utterances ultimately function to
request information. This is the underlying, implicit, or secondary SA. However,
the primary, or surface, SA can be and often is different. It depends on the sur-
face structure or form of the utterance; particular forms typically correspond to
particular functions (imperative: requesting/commanding, interrogative: ques-
tioning, declarative: stating/asserting). Where the primary and secondary SAs
of an utterance differ, there is an indirect speech act, i.e., one SA is performed
via another. Where they are the same, there is a direct speech act. For example:

give me the directions [uh] for a hotel that is near to the cinema and the
theatre please (Typical function: to request/command (imperative); Primary SA:
requesting; Secondary SA: requesting; SA type: direct)

I’m looking for a hotel that’s in Dudley and that has self-catering available
(Typical function: to state/assert (declarative); Primary SA: stating; Secondary
SA: requesting; SA type: indirect)



There are cases where it is difficult to decide on the secondary SA for a span
of text when the primary SA is questioning; it cannot always be reliably decided
whether it is questioning or requesting. In the examples below, it could be either,
depending on whether the speaker wants clarification (yes/no) or specific infor-
mation (dates, times, price, etc.). It is impossible to know from the data alone.
These cases are annotated as question-question, as it seems intuitively natural
to pose a follow-up request to obtain more information as necessary. Examples:

is the puffy chair showing at Cineworld
do you have to pay to get into Reflex

7 Interannotator Agreement

There are currently 700 utterances in the corpus annotated with SAs informa-
tion. To assess the reliability of the guidelines when used by different annotators,
interannotator agreement was computed on a set of 300 utterances. Two anno-
tators, both familiar with speech acts theories, used the guidelines (Sects. 5 and
6) to annotate the same utterances. The Dice coefficient (see [6]) was first used
to establish the level of agreement between spans of text marked as C-units,
primary SAs and secondary SAs by both annotators. This is necessary because
interannotator agreement can only be measured for labels attached to the same
spans of text. The results of the consistency of text span marking between the two
annotators are: C-units: 84.58%; primary SAs: 58.96%; secondary SAs: 64.31%.

The Kappa statistic (K ) [10] was then used to calculate interannotator agree-
ment on the attributes assigned to C-units and primary and secondary SAs
within those text spans agreed upon by annotators. Although there is some
discussion regarding the values which should be used to indicate reliability of
annotations, it is generally held that K>0.8 indicates good reliability. For those
C-units whose span is agreed upon by both annotators, K was calculated for
the distinction between the classes <clausal> and <non-clausal>. There are
395 agreed C-unit spans and K is 0.98. For agreed non-clausal C-units when
distinguishing the classes <pragmatic> and <specify-info>, K is 1. For pri-
mary speech acts with agreed span, agreement over the 5 classes <introduce>,
<request>, <question>, <state>, <end> is measured. There are 245 agreed
primary SA spans, and K is 0.97. For those secondary SAs with agreed span, in-
terannotator agreement is calculated over the 3 classes <request>, <question>,
<state>. There are 228 agreed secondary SA spans, and K is 0.84.

The results of the interannotator agreement calculations show that the level
of agreement on text spans for primary and secondary SAs is not particularly
high. This indicates that the parts of the guidelines describing SA text spans
should be improved in an attempt to increase the reliability of annotation applied
by different annotators. A more detailed explanation of the difference between
C-unit and primary speech act spans will be given, with more examples taken
from the corpus to illustrate this. However, agreement on the labelling of speech
acts themselves on those spans that are agreed on is high (K>0.8), and therefore
the guidelines used in the annotation process can be used reliably for this task.



Agreement between annotators on attributes assigned to C-units is also high and
therefore this annotation too can be reliably carried out using the guidelines.

8 Conclusions

This paper presented a scheme and set of guidelines developed in an ongoing an-
notation of speech acts in the QALL-ME corpus of transcribed spoken requests
for tourist information. The scheme encodes information relating to various el-
ements of utterances and SAs, as well as typical speech phenomena such as
repetitions and repairs. The guidelines describe the aspects of the data to be
annotated, and are given to facilitate annotation. Interannotator agreement was
measured on 300 utterances marked by two annotators to assess the reliability
of the guidelines. The results proved that they are a reliable resource to be used
in the annotation of C-units and their attributes, and attributes assigned to pri-
mary and secondary SAs in our corpus. However, there is room for improvement
regarding the description of marking primary and secondary SAs text spans.
This will be addressed before any further annotation. For future work, the in-
vestigation of rhetorical relations between SAs in an utterance is planned.
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